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t’s hard to believe September is already
here—the change of seasons is upon us.
For some, this month marks the start
of another school year; for others, it means
reluctantly saying good-bye to summer.
September has indeed kicked off changes at
VOICE.First,VOICE has a newly appointed
Periodicals Review Board.The board comprises
highly esteemed AILA members: Dan Berger,
Barbara Bower, Dagmar Butte, Susan Cohen, Neil Dornbaum, Anna
Gallagher, Regina Germain, Jane Goldblum, and Rita Sostrin. We
could not be more honored to have them aboard.
Second, we’ve had a slight change in VOICE staff. Tatia GordonTroy, Director of AILA Publications, has graciously passed the
VOICE Managing Editor baton to me—Adriana Sciortino. This
will allow Tatia to focus on plans for the future of AILA’s publishing
program. She’s a tough act to follow given her extensive experience
and knowledge in all things publishing, but I am privileged to have
the opportunity of being a part of AILA and VOICE.
Despite these changes, our mission at VOICE remains unchanged.
Together with our new board and AILA colleagues, we are committed
to providing a vehicle to open dialogue among our readers regarding
hot topics and issues in immigration law and practice.
But dialogue involves interaction. So share your comments and
ideas with us at voice@aila.org.

Eleanor Pelta
President-Elect

Adriana M. Sciortino
Managing Editor

Laura Lichter
First Vice President
T. Douglas Stump
Second Vice President
Leslie Holman
Treasurer

Brown Around Town

Victor Nieblas Pradis
Secretary
Bernard P. Wolfsdorf
Immediate Past President
Crystal Williams
Executive Director
For reprint requests, editorial comments, letters to the
editor, and submission of articles for consideration, email voice@aila.org.
To place product/service classified ads in VOICE,
e-mail classifieds@aila.org or call 202.507.7600. To
place employment ads on AILA’s Career Center or post
your résumé, visit careers.aila.org.
To order AILA publications, visit ailapubs.org. For general AILA publications-related questions, e-mail pubs@
aila.org or call 1.800.982.2839.
Disclaimer: AILA’s VOICE features and departments do not necessarily represent the views of AILA,
nor should they be regarded as legal advice from the
association or authors. AILA does not endorse any of the
third-party products or services advertised in VOICE,
nor does it verify claims.
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[ blognation ]
i m m i g r at i o n c h at t e r o n t h e b l o g o s p h e r e

“As the nation’s former chief law enforcement officer
… I cannot condone anyone coming into this country
illegally. However, as a father who wants the best for
my own children, I understand why these parents risk
coming to America . . . . If we want to
stop this practice, we should pass
and enforce comprehensive immigration legislation rather than
amend our Constitution.”

“One of the strongest arguments in
favor of comprehensive immigration reform is that it
will make America
more prosperous
and competitive.”
—David Leopold, AILA President

[

Investing in America
AILA Leadership Blog

[

—Alberto R. Gonzales

[

Changing the 14th Amendment Won’t
Solve Our Immigration Crisis
The Washington Post

[

“Too often, political posturing rather than facts dominates
the debate surrounding immigration. But when you look
at the facts, including record-breaking statistics, our record
shows this Administration is serious about sensible and
tough enforcement.” —John Morton, Director, United States
Immigration and Customs Enforcement

[

Get the Facts About Immigration
Enforcement
The Blog @ Homeland Security

[

“What kind of nation do we live in when people are dying
while restrictionists are decrying ‘anchor babies’ and we
are debating the abolition of birthright citizenship? Does
anybody care about the deaths of human beings?”
—Dean Kevin R. Johnson, University of California, Davis, School of Law,
responding to L.A. Times article “2010 May See New High
in Border-Crossing Deaths”

[

[

got a comment?
send it to:

voice@aila.org

shutterstock.com

Amid the Politics, Death on the Border Continues
ImmigrationProf Blog
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[ newslink ]
h i g h l i g h t s f r o m a r o un d t h e g l o b e

“Despite its name [Secure Communities], the
program may actually hurt public safety.”

[

[

Immigration crackdown creates
insecure communities
PBS

[

Obama Signs Border Bill to
Increase Surveillance
New York Times

[

“Right now, it seems more like an effort
to receive positive press than to genuinely
improve the critical border situation.”
—Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-Ala.)

[

“[ICE] is struggling with festering
internal divisions between political
appointees and career officials over
how to enforce laws and handle
detainees facing deportation.”

[

Missouri Man Pleads Guilty in Foreign
Labor Contracting Charges
U.S. Department of Justice

[

[

“[Bud] Selig said last month
he considers the [Arizona]
law a political issue and has
shown no sign that Major
League Baseball will move
next year’s All-Star Game out
of the state.”

“The defendant took advantage of
foreign workers’ hopes to live the
American Dream.” —Thomas E. Perez, Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Rights Division
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[

Tension over Obama policies within
Immigration and Customs Enforcement
The Washington Post

Five arrested in All-Star protest
Associated Press via ESPN

[
Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse, Syracuse University

U.S. drones to watch entire
Mexico border from Sept. 1
Reuters via Yahoo

“With the deployment
of the Predator ... we
will now be able to
cover the southwest
border ... providing
critical aerial surveillance assistance
to personnel on the
ground.” —U.S. Depart-

[

[

ment of Homeland Security
Secretary Janet Napolitano

[

A Record Backlog in Immigration Courts
The Washington Post

“A skilled immigrant who contributes to a scientific breakthrough, a new invention, or the founding of a new company
in the United States is creating jobs, not merely filling one.”

[

[

[

*Editor’s Note: Depicted image
resembles Predator B drone, not
actual model.

Report Highlights Economic Contributions of High-Skilled Immigrants
Immigration Impact

“The fraudulent practices of these companies
caused innocent people to face problems with
their immigration status, even deportation.”
—New York Attorney General Andrew M. Cuomo

“Prosecuting these individuals deters and disrupts gangs
and directly and positively
impacts the quality of life in
our communities.”

[

158 arrested in Utah’s largest ever
ICE-led gang enforcement action
ICE via AILA

[

[

Companies Shut Down for Providing Fraudulent Legal Services
N.Y. Office of Attorney General

[

“Just like $600 million more for the
border isn’t a real solution, a patchwork of state laws
SB1070-Inspired Activity
is not going to reContinues in the States
solve our immigraImmigration Impact
tion problems.”

[
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AILA: I Couldn’t
Practice Immigration
Law Without It

I

by TAHMINA WATSON

system, one that I eventually came to depend
on heavily. Previously, in my criminal practice, I
had relied on the guidance and assistance of colleagues in my own office. But as a member of
the American Immigration Lawyers Association
(AILA), I have access to so much more than I
ever thought I would. I was not aware that a law
association could offer so much practical, substantive, and personal support.

Seeking Advice Through Mentors

While I cannot speak for AILA chapters beyond
my own experience in Washington State,
fell into U.S. immigration law by chance,
having practiced criminal law in London I have found that my own chapter includes a
for a few years before immigrating to the phenomenal group of immigration attorneys. A
high level of professionalism and a
United States. My relocation forced
me to rethink my career, and yet I was got a comment? remarkable depth of knowledge ensure that the Washington list serve
certain that I did NOT want to prac- send it to:
tice immigration law. I harbored the voice@aila.org is a life-saver for many of us. While
the majority of my colleagues are
misconception that this area of the law
forthcoming in answering questions,
would not be intellectually stimulating, that I would be stuck completing forms and and all are extremely collegial, the more experiarguing identical fact patterns for the rest of my enced attorneys have proved particularly generlife. However, I soon realized that I could not ous with their time on e-mail and in person to
have been more wrong! This is a complicated, fast- guide newer attorneys like me. In fact, the AILA
evolving, fascinating area of the law, with a varied website provides a national list of such mentors
clientele that might include vulnerable and dis- in its Mentor Directory. The site allows you to
tressed battered women as well as highly educated choose the relevant area of law and e-mail a ranprofessionals and the institutions that employ dom kind person for guidance. I have e-mailed
them. Moreover, a relatively rapid turn-around many people with questions, and I am trementime provides quick gratification in many cases.
dously grateful for the time they have taken to
Once I decided to practice immigration law, respond and guide me on complicated issues.
I quickly realized that I would need a support For one of my more challenging cases involving
a client charged with immigration fraud, one of
the mentors I e-mailed helped me formulate my
Tahmina Watson is the founder of Watson
strategy for the case. I won!
Immigration Law based in downtown Seattle.
She was a practicing barrister in London before
immigrating to the United States. She is the current
2009–10 president of King County Washington
Women Lawyers.
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Knowing Where to Turn

AILA’s Message Center is another essential
resource for member attorneys. As a newer at-

AILA InfoNet Doc. No. 10090169. (Posted 09/01/10)

torney, this is where I go first whenever I am researching an issue that is new to me. The Message
Center contains a broad range of questions and
answers, and oftentimes a legal question that has
arisen in my practice has been addressed there.
Invariably, I find answers, as well as leads, to address the inevitable follow-up questions. And
while browsing, I learn a great deal about related
issues as well.
I find other AILA resources immensely valuable, too. I have a great collection of AILA publications; there are books on almost every practice
area. And I even subscribe to AILALink. In my
opinion, AILALink is a great value for the plethora of resources it offers.

AILA webinars and conferences allow me
to earn CLE credits while also providing good
places to network. And for problem cases, AILA’s
Liaison Assistance can really make a difference
in the outcome.
For all new immigration attorneys out there, I
recommend joining AILA as soon as possible. The
benefits are immeasurable. I know you will be just
as grateful as I am for the fellowship and assistance
of so many smart, skilled attorneys and for access
to the association’s indispensable resources.
AILALink
Kurzban’s Immigration
Law Sourcebook, 12th ed.
AILA’s Asylum Primer, 6th ed.
Immigration Consequences of
Criminal Activity, 4th ed.
Immigration Regulations
(CFR), 2010 ed.

Immigration &
Nationality Act,
2010 ed.
The Consular
Practice Handbook

Articles in VOICE do not necessarily represent the views of AILA, nor do they constitute legal advice or representation.
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Visas for
Employment
Creation

E

valuating and preparing immigrant
visa cases for employment-creation
investors under the EB-5 immigrant
visa program represents some of the
most difficult and complex work an
immigration lawyer can undertake. The process is
anything but simple, made more difficult by U.S.
Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS)
adjudications and a number of bad precedent
Administrative Appeals Office (AAO) decisions. To
help practitioners sort out some of the common issues, this article: (1) provides a brief overview of the
eligibility requirements for the EB-5 program; (2)
describes the EB-5 application process; (3) explains
how to choose among EB-5 and other common alternatives; (4) discusses the choice between individual and regional center EB-5 options; (5) points out
key factors in selecting an appropriate EB-5 regional
center; (6) explains some of the risks investors face in
EB-5 regional center investments; and (7) describes
several important issues and potential problems at
the “removal of conditions” stage.

10 V OICE

Under INA* §203(b)(5),
10,000 immigrant visas per
year are available to qualified
individuals seeking permanent resident status on the basis of their investment in a new
commercial enterprise. Of the
10,000 investor
visas (i.e., EB-5
visas) available
annually, 5,000
are set aside
for those who
apply under a
pilot program
involving
a USCISdesignated
regional
center. A regional center
is an entity, orga-

AILA InfoNet Doc. No. 10090169. (Posted 09/01/10)

illustration by bradley amburn/
shutterstock.com

b y b o y d f. c a m p b e l l

nization, or agency that has been approved as such by USCIS; focuses on
a specific geographic area within the
United States; and seeks to promote
economic growth through increased
export sales, improved regional
productivity, creation of new jobs,
and increased domestic capital
investment.
Foreign investors who choose
to invest through a regional center must demonstrate that a “qualified

investment” is being made in a new commercial enterprise located within an approved
regional center, and
show—using reasonable methodologies—
that 10 or more jobs
are actually creat-

ed either directly or indirectly by the new commercial
enterprise through revenues generated from increased
exports, improved regional productivity, job creation,
or increased domestic capital investment resulting
from the pilot program.

Eligibility

Permanent resident status based on EB-5 eligibility is available to foreign investors, either alone
or coming with their spouses and unmarried children. Eligible foreign nationals are those who have
invested, or are actively in the process of investing,
the required amount of capital into a “new” commercial enterprise they have established after November
29, 1990. See 8 CFR* §204.6(e). They must further
demonstrate that this investment will benefit the U.S.
economy and create the requisite number of full-time
jobs for qualified persons within the United States.
In general, “eligible individuals” include those
who establish a new commercial enterprise by:
(1) creating an original business; (2) purchasing
an existing business and simultaneously or subsequently restructuring or reorganizing the business
such that a new commercial enterprise results; or
(3) expanding an existing business by 140 percent of
the pre-investment number of jobs or net worth, or
retaining all existing jobs in a troubled business that
has lost 20 percent of its net worth over the past 12
to 24 months; and
• who have invested at least $1 million—or who
are actively in the process of investing—in a
new commercial enterprise, or at least $500,000
where the investment is being made in a “targeted employment area,” which is an area that

AILA InfoNet Doc. No. 10090169. (Posted 09/01/10)
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immigrant investors

•

•

has experienced unemployment of at least 150
percent of the national average rate or a rural
area as designated by Office of Management and
Budget; and
whose engagement in a new commercial enterprise will benefit the U.S. economy and create
full-time employment for not fewer than 10
qualified individuals; or
maintain the number of existing employees at
no less than the pre-investment level for a period of at least two years, where the capital investment is being made in a “troubled business,”
which is a business that has been in existence for
at least two years and that has lost 20 percent of
its net worth over the past 12 to 24 months. See
8 CFR §204.6(h).

Regional centers often have
attractive takeout strategies
to enable the investor’s
money to be returned in four
or five years.
How to Apply

In some ways, the EB-5 application process
is similar to that for family-based marriage cases.
After the immigrant petition is approved, the applicant receives conditional-resident status for two
years. Near the end of that initial two-year period,
the applicant must apply to “remove conditions.”
To get immigrant investor status for your client, you must file Form I-526, Immigrant Petition
by Alien Entrepreneur, with the USCIS California
Service Center (CSC). Form I-526 must be filed
with supporting documentation that clearly demonstrates that the individual’s investment meets
all requirements, such as establishing a new commercial enterprise; investing the requisite capital
amount; proving the investment comes from a lawful source of funds; creating the requisite number
of jobs; demonstrating that the investor is actively
participating in the business; and, where applicable,
creating employment within a targeted employment
area. See 8 CFR §204.6(j)(1).
The minimum $500,000 investment must be irrevocably committed to an escrow agent bank in the
foreign national’s own country in order for USCIS
to recognize that the foreign investor is in the pro-

12 V OICE

cess of investing. Once Form I-526 is approved, the
escrow agent bank releases the funds to the investment project and the immigrant investor obtains
status as a conditional resident by filing Form I-485,
Application to Register Permanent Residence or
Adjust Status, if residing within the United States,
or by applying for an immigrant visa at a U.S. consulate abroad, if residing outside the United States.
The CSC, which adjudicates these cases, is taking
an average of four to five months to do so, but says
it is committed to reducing that time to a 90-day
adjudicative process.
In order to become a lawful permanent resident,
eligible investors must file Form I-829, Petition by
Entrepreneur to Remove Conditions with the CSC.
Form I-829 must be filed within 90 days prior to
the end of the second year of a foreign-national
investor’s admission to the United States as a conditional resident or via adjustment of status. See 8
CFR §216.6(a).

The EB-5 and Other Options

Sometimes EB-5 is the only option. For example, Client A is in the United States on an L-1A
visa. Subsequently, during a site visit, USCIS determines that Client A is not qualified for the position
of executive and revokes his L-1A visa. Client A
has a pending I-140 to obtain an immigrant visa
as a multinational executive or manager. The I-140
petition is now in jeopardy and will very likely be
denied soon. Client A, who has $500,000 to invest
through a regional center, makes the investment,
files an I-526 petition, and withdraws the I-140.
Client B came to the United States on an E-2
visa, having made a small investment in a chain
of convenience stores. Now, six years later, he has
the $500,000 necessary to invest through a regional center. This is called an E-2 conversion, and
it makes perfect sense for those investors who are
eligible. Retained earnings from a business investment by an E-2 visa holder may be used for EB-5
Program purposes.
Client C came to the United States on an F-1
visa and later got an H-1B visa. He is in his fourth
year of H‑1B visa status and is aware of the backlog
in the EB-3 employment-based visa category. But he
is from a relatively wealthy Korean family that made
its money in the automobile manufacturing business.
Client C has substantial stock holdings in his father’s
company that were made as gifts to him over a period
of years. He wants to sell some of his stock in order

AILA InfoNet Doc. No. 10090169. (Posted 09/01/10)
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A Q&A for the Prudent Practitioner

The prudent practitioner will
learn everything he or she
can about the regional center
and find the answers to these
questions: (1) Who are the
regional center principals
and what are their reputations? (2) What is the regional center’s business model?
(3) What is the regional
center’s economic impact

methodology? (4) Does the
regional center rely heavily
on indirect and induced job
creation? (5) In reviewing the
regional center’s project securities offering (sometimes
called a private placement
memorandum or confidential
information memorandum),
what is the period of time the
investor’s funds will be used?

to raise $500,000 to invest through a regional center
and obtain an available EB-5 immigrant visa.

EB-5 Programs vs. Regional Centers

(6) How many I-526 petitions and I-829 petitions filed
through the regional center
has USCIS approved? (7)
What is the takeout strategy
for return of the investor’s
funds? (8) Does the regional
center say its investment
projects are “safe” and
“guaranteed”?
These are just a few of the

questions you must find answers to in order to adequately represent your client. If you
are not a financial wizard—
and who is these days—you
may wish to employ a broker
or dealer who is also an EB-5
program consultant and who
can evaluate the business
plan, securities offering, and
investment project for you.

dict how many indirect jobs and induced jobs will
be created by the creation of a number of direct jobs.
If there are enough direct, indirect, and induced jobs
projected to more than cover all investors in the project, you may have a stronger model than an individual
EB-5 investment that does not use a regional center.

The key differences are as follows:
The investor in the regular EB-5 Program must
invest $1 million, unless the investment project is in a
“targeted employment area,” in which case the mini- Choosing a Regional Center
Currently, there are about four business models
mum investment amount is $500,000. In addition,
the investor will need to be actively involved in the that regional centers employ. The dominant model
day-to-day management of the enterprise. Finally, is limited partnerships, primarily because Congress
the investor’s $1 million investment must create 10 amended the EB-5 program in 2002 to specifically
direct jobs, and his I-829 petition must be adorned provide for the use of limited partnerships. Another
with 10 W-2 forms and I-9 forms, and
is a real estate investment trust; a third
proof that the jobs—for U.S. workers got a comment? is a venture capital fund; and a fourth
only—are full-time, with a minimum of send it to:
is a limited liability company that func35 hours per week.
voice@aila.org tions much like a partnership. Of these
Although the investment amounts
four business models, the venture capiabove are unaffected by investment in a
tal fund that invests in a variety of projregional center project, the investor need not be ac- ects is the most susceptible to problems in proving
tively involved in the day-to-day management of the creation of jobs and full investment of the required
enterprise. If the investment vehicle is established as amount, in the author’s opinion.
a limited partnership, for example, the investor will
need to be involved only to the extent required by the Risks for the Regional Center Investor
Uniform Limited Partnership Act. Regional centers
The most prominent risk is that Congress may not
often have attractive takeout strategies to enable the reauthorize the Immigrant Investor Pilot Program
investor’s money to be returned in four or five years. by September 30, 2012. This is one of the longestSee Section 610, Appropriations Act of 1993.
running pilot programs in U.S. history. It routinely
Next, regional centers may use economic impact gets caught up in the political furor over immigration
methodologies such as RIMS II, IMPLAN, Redyne, when it is, in fact, a job creation program. If Congress
and Remi to show the creation of indirect and in- does not reauthorize the pilot program by September
duced jobs. These methodologies, when applied to 30, 2012, USCIS has opined that it will adjudicate
direct job creation, wages, taxes, and other factors, I-829 petitions already in the pipeline but will not
produce a multiplier that enables economists to pre- allow the filing of new I-526 petitions.
AILA InfoNet Doc. No. 10090169. (Posted 09/01/10)
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immigrant investors

What if the regional center project fails to create enough jobs to cover all investors in the project?
Who wins and who loses? Obviously some investors
will be covered, others will not. How is that determined? Does the regional center have a plan in case
enough jobs are not created? You should ask.
What if the investment project fails and there
are no jobs and no money to return to investors? Do
the investors have any security, such as a first mortgage on a building, or “UCC1s” on equipment? Will
your investor client be left with nothing? These are
things to think about before you advise your client
to invest through a regional center.

Issues and Problems in
Removal of Conditions

At the I-829 petition stage, there are two conditions that must be met: Your investor client must
prove that the full investment amount was invested
in the job-creating enterprise, and he or she must
prove that 10 full-time U.S. worker jobs were created.
Generally, most investors can prove, through reasonable accounting methods, that their full investment
was available to the job-creating enterprise—but
that is not enough for USCIS.
The investor must prove that
the money was at work, creating
jobs. See 8 CFR §216.6(a)(4).
Fees paid to lawyers, accountants, consultants, etc., don’t
count. USCIS wants to see the
money going toward new job
creation, and your investor client
has to prove it. Regional centers
can help with economic impact
HOT OFF THE PRESS!
methodology tools that show
AILA Publications has
the creation of indirect and inreleased Immigration
duced jobs by inputting direct
Options for Investors &
jobs. Accounting firms can help
Entrepreneurs, 2nd Ed.
(AILA member price: $119/
by showing that the full investregular price: $179). Visit
ment amount was injected into
our bookstore for this and
the project to create the jobs.
other titles.
W-2 forms and I-9 forms are
relied on by USCIS to make
the job creation determinations. It is important to
keep in mind, however, that USCIS has been known
to challenge I-829 petitioners on the job creation issue by arguing that even though the employer fully
complied with all legal requirements with respect to
document review and completion of the I-9 forms,
the government’s databases show that the employee
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Generally, most investors
can prove, through
reasonable accounting
methods, that their full
investment was available
to the job-creating
enterprise—but that is
not enough for USCIS.
The investor must prove
that the money was at
work, creating jobs.
who claimed on the I-9 to be authorized to work is
in fact an undocumented worker and therefore cannot
be counted as a U.S. worker; thus, a worker’s position
cannot be counted as a job created.
USCIS could decide to readjudicate issues already adjudicated at the I-526 stage. The agency is
not supposed to, but—be forewarned—it might.
Finally, if the 10 jobs are not there for your investor, you can argue that they will be created “within
a reasonable time,” but this author would certainly
want to have an economist study the project to advance his or her professional determination on when
those jobs might be created in the future.
In consulting with your prospective EB-5 client,
remember that USCIS is a law enforcement agency
and has no economic development mission. You can
reasonably expect USCIS to be hostile toward the
EB-5 program and mismanage it far into the future.
The EB-5 program is difficult to work with on a good
day. Investor beware!
Boyd F. Campbell practices immigration law in Montgomery, AL, and is general counsel for America’s Center for
Foreign Investment, a regional center. He is vice-chair of
AILA’s EB-5 Investors Committee. This article was adapted from one published in AILA’s Immigration Practice
Pointers, 2010–11 ed. The author’s views do not necessarily represent the views of AILA nor do they constitute legal advice or representation. Please seek professional advice from a licensed immigration attorney through AILA’s
Immigration Lawyer Search.

*INA refers to Immigration and Nationality Act; CFR
refers to the Code of Federal Regulations.
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Simple Office Stretches
for Our Inner Mr. Duffy
by DANIELLE POLEN

M

aintaining balance in
our lives is no simple
task. There’s a wonderful
line from James Joyce’s Dubliners
that really resonates with me: “Mr. Duffy lived a
short distance from his body.” What a powerful
description of a life out of balance, and how
applicable it is to so many of us—especially to
those of us in the legal profession. Much of the
time, we live outside of our bodies and deep
inside our heads. We spend a good part of the
day strategizing for the future, or worrying
about the past. Our bodies
remain imprisoned at our
got a comment?
desks while our minds work send it to:
in overdrive. After a long day voice@aila.org
at the office, we often take our
work home with us (tethering
our bodies to yet another
desk), and then fall into bed exhausted. As a busy
professional, I understand just how easy it is to live “a
short distance from the body.” As a yoga teacher, I’m
dismayed that we let it happen.
Danielle Polen is associate director of AILA
Publications. She is also an experienced,
registered yoga teacher through the Yoga
Alliance (E-RYT, RYT500) and a member of both
the Mid-Atlantic Yoga Association (MAYA) and
the International Association of Yoga Therapists
(IAYT). She practices and teaches yoga in
Washington, D.C., and also leads workshops and
retreats throughout the United States and Puerto
Rico. She can be reached at dpolen@aila.org.

While the practice of yoga can be a wonderful way
of bringing about greater mind/body integration,
we don’t all have the luxury of attending a regular
yoga class. Luckily, yoga can be practiced just about
anytime and anywhere—even at your desk. The
following are some simple yet powerful stretches for
busy people just like you, courtesy of YouTube.
Begin by viewing this brief introduction to “office
yoga.” Are neck and shoulder tension a permanent
part of your day? Incorporate these neck and
shoulder stretches into your schedule and
feel some of that tension melt away. Include
some wrist stretches as an excellent
antidote to prolonged computer work.
Having trouble focusing or feeling
stressed? Try this brief but effective
breathing meditation.
The word “yoga” is said to derive
from the Sanskrit root yuj, which
means to yoke or unite. That’s
really our job—as both attorneys and yogis—to seek
union between the letter
of the law and the spirit
of the law, union between disparate interpretations of the law,
and union between
our minds and bodies. From that place
of optimal balance,
we become the most
effective advocates
we can possibly be.
Mr. Duffy may
have lived a short
distance from his
body, but you and I
don’t have to.

Articles in VOICE do not necessarily represent the views of AILA, nor do they constitute legal advice or representation. AILA does not endorse this or any other third-party products unless otherwise stated.
Please consult a physician or other qualified health care provider before beginning any exercise program.
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CHILD:
How do we define thee?

An age-old question under the INA

I

mmigration attorneys often joke about
having become immigration attorneys
and not accountants because “we don’t like
dealing with numbers.” Little did we know
that immigration law is, among other
things, a complicated number’s game. For example,
16, 18, 21, 23, and, in some cases, 25, are all relevant
ages for children when determining eligibility for
immigration benefits.
The term “child” as defined by the statute is not
what one automatically thinks of when picturing a
child. INA* §101(b)(1) subsections A through G
describe the term “child” in regard to various immigration benefits. Generally, a child is an individual
who is under 21 years of age and unmarried. Yet,

18 V OICE

special rules apply for stepchildren, adopted children, and children born out of wedlock. The age of
a child who is no longer eligible for an immigration
benefit as a dependent or derivative also may vary.
This can be due to the nonimmigrant status his or
her parent or parents hold, or the immigrant status
of the parent who is the principal in the application.
The immigration practitioner must be aware of these
important ages, as well as the nuances included in
various immigration provisions, to effectively arrive
at strategies for obtaining an immigration status for
a child and ensuring that families remain united.
This article will identify and discuss the age-related issues regarding children in family-based immigration, nonimmigrant visas, and adoption.
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of the legitimating parent or parents when the legitimation takes place. See INA §101(b)(1)(C). Also, if
a bona fide parent-child relationship exists with the
father, immigration benefits may be conferred. See
INA §101(b)(1)(D).

Child-Related Issues in
Family-Based Immigration
u Age 16: Adoption—A person must be adopted before reaching the age of 16 to be considered a child.
In some situations (INA §101(b)(1)(E)), adopted
children may be the beneficiaries of family-based immigrant visa petitions. If so, the statute requires that
the parent must have two years of legal and physical custody of the child prior to submitting the petition to U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS). In the case of siblings when one child is
under 16 years of age at the time of the adoption, that
child’s sibling can be up to 18 years old at the time of
adoption and still continue to qualify for status as a
child. However, there is no provision for siblings over
the age of 16 for adoptions pursuant to the Hague
Convention. See INA §101(b)(1)(G).
When filing an I-130 for an adopted child, it is
prudent to include extensive documentation regarding legal and physical custody as well as documentation of the adoption. With any luck, this will avoid
a “Request for Further Evidence” from USCIS, and
may even result in the waiver of an interview.
Children who receive immigration status through
adoption may not petition for an immigration benefit
for their natural parents. More information on adoptions can be found in the “Adoption” section below.
u Age 18: Legitimation—A child born out of wedlock is considered a child if he or she is legitimated
by his or her father before turning 18. Legitimation
must be consistent with the laws of the country in
which it occurs and the child must be in the custody

u Age 18: Stepchildren—If a marriage creating
the stepparent/stepchild relationship takes place before a stepchild turns 18, he or she will be accorded
the benefits of a natural-born child and subject to
the same immigration benefits and/or restrictions.
See INA §101(b)(1)(B). Stepparents may file I-130
petitions for stepchildren, and stepchildren may file
I-130 petitions for stepparents.
u Age 18: Derivative citizenship—A lawful permanent resident child born abroad to at least one U.S.
citizen (USC) parent (who obtained that citizenship
through birth or naturalization), and who is residing
in the United States with the USC parent, can derive
citizenship automatically from that parent. See INA
§320(a), 8 CFR* §320.
u Age 21: Immediate relative status—A child is an
immediate relative for immigration purposes provided
that the USC parent petitions for the child while he or
she is both unmarried and under 21 years of age. The
Child Status Protection Act ensures that if USCIS
receives an application for permanent residence before
a child turns 21 years of age, the child’s age will be
locked in at 21 for the purposes of adjustment of status or visa issuance. Immediate relative status does not
permit a derivative status, so each individual requires
his or her own petition. For example, if a USC spouse
petitions for her husband and stepson, an I-130 immigrant visa petition must be submitted for each person.
u Age 21: Immediate relatives: Parents—A USC
child must be 21 or older to petition for his or her
parent(s).
u Age 21: Preference changes—Turning 21 will
move an unmarried child from the second preference
family-based 2A category (unmarried children under the age of 21) to the second preference 2B

!

When requesting extension of nonimmigrant stay for a family that includes a
child approaching age 21, the extension for all in the family
group will be granted only through the day before the
child’s 21st birthday.

KEEP IN MIND
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Children from non-Hague countries must be under
KEEP IN MIND 16 at the time the petition is filed. Siblings who are
over 16 and under 18 are able to be included.
category (unmarried children over 21 years of age). program. They also may qualify for their own nonimThe beneficiary must remain unmarried to qualify for migrant visas permitting employment depending on
the second preference category. This may not always qualifications and job offers.
be beneficial. Consider both the country to which the
When requesting an extension of nonimmigrant
person is charged and the Visa Bulletin.
stay for a dependent, the length of stay
In some situations, a visa may be available got a comment? will not be granted past the child’s 21st
faster under the second preference instead send it to:
birthday. This is because the status of all
of the first preference. The marriage of a voice@aila.org applicants will be limited to the day bebeneficiary to a second preference famifore the child’s 21st birthday. According
ly-based immigrant visa petition child of
to 8 CFR §214.1(c)(2), “shortest period
a permanent resident automatically revokes the peti- granted to any member of the family shall be granted
tion. See 8 CFR §205.1(a)(3)(I)(i).
to all members of the family.” Therefore, if a child will
turn 21 during the requested extension validity dates,
u Age 21: Fiancé(e)s—The K-1 visa is for fiancé(e)s of it may be best to file a separate I-539 application,
USCs. The unmarried child, or children, of the fiancé(e) with separate fee, for that child.
is a K-2 beneficiary. In Colemanares-Carpio v. Holder,
Be aware of all family members in the United
08-9536 (10th Cir. 2010), the U.S. Court of Appeals States so that spouses and minor, unmarried children
for the Tenth Circuit found that children in K-2 sta- are included in all applications for changes or extentus remain eligible for adjustment of status provided sions of stay in nonimmigrant status. Also, be sure to
the adjustment application was filed before the child obtain information regarding whether a spouse or miturned 21.
nor, unmarried child has remained abroad for work or
study so that these family members may be included in
Nonimmigrant Visas
any immigrant visa application.
Based on Employment,
It is important to explore visa alternatives as
Exchange Program, and Study
early as possible to ensure that children are eligible
u Age 21: Unmarried children who marry or turn to be included in immigrant visa petitions and ap21 are no longer eligible for the dependent nonim- plications for permanent residence.
migrant visa status of their employment-authorized
parent. There is an exception for G visa holders—they Adoption
On April 1, 2008, the Hague Convention on
remain children until 23 if they are unmarried and are
full-time post–secondary school students, or if a for- Protection of Children and Cooperation in Respect
mal bilateral employment agreement permitting their of Intercountry Adoption was implemented, createmployment in the United States was signed prior to ing three categories for adopted children. See INA
November 21, 1988, and such bilateral §§101(b)(1)(E), (F), (G). New provisions governto learn more employment agreement does not specify ing adoptions under the Hague Convention are exCheck out 23 as the maximum age for employment
tremely complex and all requirements must be met.
AILA’s Audio/
The adoption and immigration procedures and reof
such
sons
and
daughters.
See
8
CFR
Web seminars
quirements differ between those countries that are
§§214.2(g)(2)(iii),
(iv),
(v).
No Child
Hague signatories and those that are not. AILA
If
the
children
wish
to
remain
in
the
Left Behind:
Immigration United States after turning 21, they may
has published an excellent source on this topic, The
Options for consider a change of status to an F-1 visa
International Adoption Sourcebook.
Children and for study, a J-1 training or exchange proThe
gram (pay attention to a possible two-year u Age 16: A child must be adopted prior to reaching
Intersection of
the age of 16 in order to qualify for an immigration
Family Law & foreign residence requirement pursuant
benefit. See INA §101(b)(1)(E). It may be possible to
Immigration Law to INA §212(e)), or an H-3 training
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request that the court enter a nunc pro tunc adoption
to show the adoption should have been completed
before the 16th birthday.
If the child has a sibling who is over 16, he or she
may obtain an immigration status through adoption
as well, provided he or she is under 18 under INA
§§101(b)(1)(E)(ii); (F)((ii). A similar provision does
not exist for Hague Convention cases. A parent must
have two years of both legal and physical custody before submitting the I-130. See INA §101(b)(1)(E).
The petition does not need to be filed prior to the age
of 16, but the adoption must be finalized by age 16.
Many different types of evidence can prove physical
custody including school, health, and insurance records for the child listing the adoptive parent’s name.
Unless the adoptive parent previously was granted
a legal guardianship, the adoption decree may be the
first document showing legal custody and the two
years would accrue from the date of adoption.
For children being adopted from Hague countries,
officials from the country of origin make determinations regarding the case and the prospective parents.
For Hague cases: (1) Form I-800A is submitted to
USCIS prior to a USC single parent or couple being
matched with a child; (2) Form I-800 is filed subsequent to approval of Form I-800A; (3) the child
must be under 16 when Form I-800 is filed; (4) documentation showing the placement occurred prior to
the age of 16 must be included with the I-800; and
(5) the children enter in IH-3 (adoption occurred
overseas) or IH-4 (adoption to be completed in the
United States) status.
Those in IH-3 status obtain U.S. citizenship
upon entry to the United States. The children in
IH-4 status must be adopted and become permanent
residents before automatically becoming USCs.
For children adopted from non-Hague countries,
Form I-600A, and simultaneously or subsequently
Form I-600, are used. Children from non-Hague
countries must be under 16 at the time the petition is
filed. Siblings who are over 16 and under 18 are able
to be included. See INA §101(b)(1)(F)(ii)(III).
Children from non-Hague countries enter the
United States in IR-3 or IR-4 status depending on
whether the adoption occurred overseas. Those children in IR-3 status who enter the United States automatically receive U.S. citizenship. Children entering
the United States in IR-4 status obtain U.S. citizenship following the completion of the adoption.
More information about adoption and immigration from the U.S. Department of State can be found

got an international
adoption case?

AILA Publications has
The International Adoption
Sourcebook on sale now!
AILA members save $30 over
the nonmember sale price of $99.
Visit our bookstore for this
and other titles.

find the cspa confusing?

Gain clarity with AILA’s Focus on the
CSPA ($79 for AILA members).

through the Office of Children’s Issues. Note the
conditions of the Child Citizenship Act to determine
when the adopted child becomes a USC automatically. Adopted children may not apply for any immigration benefits for their natural parents. See INA
§§101(b)(1)(E)(i); F(i); G(ii).
Eligibility for a variety of immigration benefits for
children is determined by statute. INA §101(b)(1) is
an important guide to the ages required for each benefit, as are the sections of the statute relating to each
type of visa category and application for relief. When
determining visa options for clients, it is necessary to
consider the options and benefits available to their
children.
Lindsay A. Curcio is an adjunct professor at New York Law
School and co-director of the Safe Passage Immigration
Project at New York Law School’s Justice Action Center.
Maurice H. Goldman works in Tucson at Goldman &
Goldman, PC. Leslie A. Holman is the founder of Holman
Immigration Law in Burlington, VT.
This article was adapted from one published in
AILA’s Immigration Practice
Pointers, 2010–11 ed. The authors’ views do not necessarily
represent the views of AILA nor
do they constitute legal advice
or representation. Please seek
professional advice from a licensed immigration attorney
through AILA’s Immigration Lawyer Search.

*INA refers to Immigration and Nationality Act; CFR
refers to the Code of Federal Regulations.
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Immigration The Military
AILA’s MAP Helps Bridge the Gap

Captain Taver J.
Eniss and his
wife, Franziska

22 V OICE

>>

A

ILA’s Military Assistance Program
(MAP) has had a significant impact
during its short tenure, providing free
immigration assistance to military
personnel and their families. Since the program
began, more than 350 AILA members have
volunteered. And the program has assisted in over
400 military cases. Here is one such case.
Stationed in Germany for four years before a
deployment to Iraq, Captain Taver J. Eniss met
and married Franziska Kruger, a German citizen.
Shortly afterward, Eniss received orders for
a permanent change of station back to the
United States. Eniss immediately began
working on Franziska’s visa packet and was
in communication with the National Visa
Center (NVC) throughout the process
to ensure that she would be allowed
to enter the United States. The couple
received an approval letter for Franziska’s
immigrant visa, but because she was
flying on a one-way ticket, they wanted
to be certain there would be no problem
upon arrival. So Eniss contacted the
NVC, the Frankfurt Embassy Military
Helpline, and the local JAG office for
advice. All assured Eniss that everything
was in order and that they could finish
the visa process from the United States,
but that Franziska would have to return
to Germany for her interview.
The couple departed Germany for a
new life in Pensacola, FL, in May 2008.
Upon their arrival, everything went
smoothly and no immigration official even
looked at or stamped Franziska’s German
passport. The couple continued working on
the visa packet and did everything right. Or
so they thought.

AILA InfoNet Doc. No. 10090169. (Posted 09/01/10)

Franziska had entered the United States under
the Visa Waiver Program, which allows citizens
from certain nations to travel to the United
States for tourism or business for stays of 90 days
or less. Unbeknownst to the couple, Franziska
began accruing unlawful presence after her first
90 days in the United States. Franziska didn’t
return to Germany until December 2009, at
which time she completed the final requirements
for her visa and returned to the United States in
April 2010. Later, upon her return to Germany
for the interview, Franziska was told that because
of her presence in the United States from May
2008 to December 2009, she had violated the
terms of her visa and would be banned from
returning to the United States for 10 years. The
couple was devastated.

Enter, AILA’s MAP!

AILA’s MAP is a collaborative effort between
AILA and the legal assistance offices of the U.S.
Military Judge Advocate General Corps ( JAG).
Legal assistance offices are staffed by both military
and civilian attorneys and offer free legal services
to military personnel. However, few of these offices
have immigration expertise. So the JAG Corps has
turned to AILA’s MAP
for attorney referrals
got a comment? worldwide.
send it to:
When AILA MAP
voice@aila.org Attorney Magdale
Labbe Henke, based in
Germany, heard about
Eniss’s problem, she sprung to action. She contacted
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services in
Frankfurt on Eniss’s behalf and explained the
situation regarding the misinformation the couple
received from the JAG office in Heidelberg.
Thanks to Henke, Franziska received her
immigrant visa (green card) and was reunited
with her husband in the United States. This case
is a perfect illustration of the need for AILA
MAP and its partnership with the Department
of Defense.
Courtesy of Susan Timmons, AILA Pro Bono Associate.
She can be reached at stimmons@aila.org.

The “Green Card”
Goes Green, Again!
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS)
recently redesigned the Permanent Resident Card—
known as the “green card”—to incorporate several
major new security features. Finally, the “green card”
becomes green again. The history of the green card
shows that it hasn’t always been green.
The first alien registration card issued under the Alien
Registration Act of 1940 was actually white. This card
was known as the Alien Registration Receipt Card or
Form AR-3. The AR-3 did not confirm a person’s illegal
or legal status in the United States. All non–U.S.
citizens could simply register at a post office and
receive Form AR-3 through the mail.
After World War II, immigrants had to register upon
arrival at a port of entry and permanent residents
received an I-151, a small green card, upon arrival.
AR-3s became no longer available. The newly created
card with no expiration date entitled immigrants to
present themselves as lawful permanent residents and
live and work indefinitely in the United States.
By 1951, the term “green card” referred not only
to the document itself, but also to the official legal
status. To curb document fraud, INS issued 19
different designs of the I-151 between its introduction
in the 1940s and its complete revision in 1977. That’s
when INS introduced a machine-readable, counterfeitproof Resident Alien Card (Form I-551). This card was
white with a blue logo. Over the years, the colors have
varied and even include pink. But in 1998, the card
became almost white with a small green stripe on the
back. In 2010, the card is green again. This new card
now stores biometrics with laser-engraved fingerprints
and allows for Radio Frequency Identification.
Courtesy of Disna M. Weerasinghe. Source: “A History of
the Green Card.”
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:
the 4-1-1
Tahmina Watson of Seattle gave
birth to Sofia Jasmine Watson on
January 28. She was 8 pounds 1
ounce, and a cutie!
Roger Tsai, Utah AILA Chapter

Chair and Parsons Behle & Latimer
lawyer, was named Young Lawyer
of the Year by the Young Lawyers
Division of the Utah State Bar.   
Neil Rambana of Rambana &

Pamelia S. Barnett has
received board certification
by the Texas Board of Legal
Specialization in Immigration &
Nationality Law.
Elizabeth Ricci of Rambana
& Ricci, PLLC Immigration
Attorneys, appeared on the radio
show Gadsden Journal on July 17.
Danielle Rizzo gave birth to
a precious baby girl, Natalie, on
August 1.
Charles Foster, AILA Past

President, is a major character in the
hit movie, Mao’s Last Dancer.

>>

Ricci, PLLC Immigration Attorneys,
appeared on Florida on the Line on
Florida Public Radio on July 14 and
on Tampa’s WTSP-TV on July 16.

Regina Germain was awarded
the AILA Colorado Chapter’s
Pro Bono Service Award on June
10. Also in June, she was quoted
in a Denver Post article on the
growing interest of immigration
law among law students.

Laine Schwartz Posel, a

partner in Dale M. Schwartz &
Associates, LLP of Atlanta, was
recently elected to participate in the
Anti-Defamation League’s Glass
Leadership Training Institute.

courtesy of thetube trailers

What’s happening in your life? Tell us! voice@aila.org
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OUR CLIENTS ARE OUR BEST REFERENCE, AND WE COME HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!

Foundation for
International Services, Inc.
14926 35th Ave. West, Suite 210
Lynnwood, WA 98087 USA
PHONE: 425-248-2255
FAX: 425-248-2262

www.fis-web.com

SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Media Research
Abbreviation
Pricing
Placement
Tracking
Tearsheets, E-Sheets & Affidavits
Employers Job Website
Job Orders
Prevailing Wage Determination

MEDIA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Newspapers
Magazines & Periodicals
Journals
Professional Publications
Trade & Technical Publications
Local & Ethnic Media
Internet Job Sites
Campus Recruitment
Radio & Television

116 John Street, Suite 1301, New York, NY 10038
Tel: 212-587-3164 • Fax: 212-406-4648
Email: information@AdNet-NYC.com
Web: https://www.AdNet-NYC.com
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marketplace

Want to Manage Your Cases
More Effectively?
q NO, I like spending hours completing

a

forms and worrying about deadlines.

q YES, my time is valuable. Show me
how EDGE can save time and money
by helping me run my office more
efficiently!

For more information or to
schedule a demo, contact:
sales@lawlogix.com
877.725.4355 ext.1
www.lawlogix.com

ESI Small AILA ad layout 080113

1/21/08

7:38 PM

Page 1

Follow our blog: www.casemanagementguru.com

Evaluation

Service, Inc.

International Academic Credential Assessment

A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE FOR
agencies ! attorneys ! employers
Since 1990

A service with integrity!
• Preparation of credential evaluation
reports from all educational systems
in terms of United States equivalents
• Reliable and fast
• Reasonable rates
• Direct contact with senior evaluators
Nancy Katz, Director
Tel: (847) 477-8569
Fax: (312) 587-3068
333 W. North Avenue – #284
Chicago, IL 60610-1293
nkatz@evaluationservice.net
www.evaluationservice.net
26 V OICE

Member - NACES
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Get Your Immigration
Law Research Flowing
With AILALink
AILALink is a research web portal giving you unlimited,
fully searchable access to the key resources you need for
successfully practicing and teaching immigration law—
primary sources, AILA publications (a $3,000+ value
exclusive to AILALink), and more than 260 fillable immigration forms (Adobe Acrobat, Standard or Professional,
recommended. Not sold with
subscription). Content updated regularly.

What’s New?
The following resources have been added to AILALink during recent
updates:
• Adjudicator’s Field Manual, 2010 Edition
• Over 35 immigration forms (including fillable CBP forms!)
• Nearly 20 cases (including Pedroza and Cortez Canales)
• Immigration Consequences of Criminal Activity by
Mary E. Kramer
• Litigating Immigration Cases in Federal Court by Robert Pauw
• VOICE: An Immigration Dialogue, AILA’s new digital magazine
and much more!
Free Trial! Test-drive AILALink and see how much time (and
money!) you’ll save by subscribing. E-mail us to request a free trial.
Just $695 per year for AILA members ($1,095 regular). And you
can choose to pay your annual fee in two installments (a $50 charge
applies; credit card payments only). Visit www.ailalink.org for more
information on AILALink, including contents and pricing, or to
subscribe.

To subscribe, visit www.ailalink.org.
For more information, e-mail ailalink@aila.org.
AILA InfoNet Doc. No.
10090169.
(Postedby
09/01/10)
AILA Publications—Written
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Avoid the Minefields of Consular Processing with …

The Consular
Practice Handbook

2010–11 Edition

The Consular Practice Handbook will
help you guide your client’s case through the
visa application process and avoid the many
hidden traps that could delay the application
or even cause it to be denied.
Seasoned consular practice experts provide
insights to specific legal issues and how
they are treated by the consulates; strategic
advice and best practices for preparing your
clients for the consular interviews; and tips
on documenting key issues.

The best way to understand case
If you are unable to contact
number assignment is through an
the post on a legal issue, or
example. The case number LND
have a claim relating to a
2009536018 consists of a threelegal error in a case that the
letter code indicating which U.S.
post will not correct, it is apembassy or consulate will handle
propriate to request an advithe case—in this case, London.
sory opinion from the AOD.
The 2009 refers to the year in
All advisory opinion requests
which the case was created at NVC
are routed through the Office
(not always the same as the “priof Public and Diplomatic
ority date” year). The next three
Liaison, Public Inquiries
digits are the Julian date plus 500;
Division. The Public Inquiries
536 would indicate that this case
Division reviews all requests
was created on the 36th day of the
to determine whether they
year, or February 5. The final three
involve factual or legal quesdigits, 018, show that this was the
tions. If the Public Inquiries
18th case created for London on
Division considers a request
February 5, 2009.
for an advisory opinion to involve a factual matter or a request for information, it may
forward the request to the
consular post or attempt to
answer the question directly.

Where grounds for inadmissibility exist, during
the nonimmigrant visa
interview, the consular
officer will first determine whether the applicant satisfies the eligibility criteria. If visa
eligibility is established,
the consular officer will
next consider the waiver
application. The consular officer then has the
discretion to recommend
or decline to recommend
a waiver of inadmissibility to the Department
of Homeland Security
(DHS). A consular officer’s recommendation
for a waiver is communicated in writing to
the DHS Admissibility
Review Office (ARO) in
New Hampshire, where
the waiver application
will be adjudicated.

2010–11
Edition

The Consular Practice Handbook
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The standard and burden of proof in
voluntary expatriation cases is that
the proponent of the expatriation must
“establish such claim by a preponderance of the evidence.” Any doubts “are
to be resolved in favor of citizenship.”
Certainly, if the U.S. citizen makes a
declaration of specific intent to preserve U.S. citizenship even though
performing an expatriating act, the
declaration alone would be sufficient
to preserve U.S. citizenship. However,
in cases where there is no declaration,
the Department of State (“DOS”) would
bear the heavy burden of proving intent to expatriate.

The best way to understand case number assignment is
through an example. The case number LND 2009536018
consists of a three-letter code indicating which U.S. embassy or consulate will handle the case—in this case,
London. The 2009 refers to the year in which the case
was created at NVC (not always the same as the “priority
date” year). The next three digits are the Julian date plus
500; 536 would indicate that this case was created on the
36th day of the year, or February 5. The final three digits,
018, show that this was the 18th case created for London
on February 5, 2009.

The topics covered include:
• PIMS
• Electronic security
• Lawyering at consular posts
• Consular practice do’s and don’ts
• Procedures at the National Visa Center
and Kentucky Consular Center
and much more!

THe

Consular
PraCTiCe
Handbook
Editors
Michael H. Davis
Danielle M. Rizzo
Olsi Vrapi

Managing Editor
Tatia L. Gordon-Troy

Assistant Editor
Kathy Frazier

At many consulate
posts, there is no automatic right to counsel
at a nonimmigrant visa
interview.
Therefore
clients must be well prepared for their interview
and equipped to respond
to the consular officer’s questions. While
it may seem like a very
basic reminder, attorneys should review the
petition or application
documents and possible
issues with the applicant
before the interview to
ensure that the applicant
understands the basic
criteria for their visa
classification. It is also
important to advise clients not to take the children out of school, sell
the family home or ship
all their worldly belongings to the United States
until the visa has been
issued and the passports
returned.

PUBLICATIONS
1-800-982-2839
www.ailapubs.org
Stock Code: 52-97

BONUS! Comprehensive listing of
key officers’ contact information at U.S.
embassies and consulates worldwide. Plus,
contact information for foreign embassies
and consulates located in the United States.

Gathering the necessary
documentation and information to support a
waiver of inadmissibility can be time consuming, costly and stressful
(especially for the applicant). It is therefore
essential to maintain
communication
with
the client throughout the
process and to be realistic with respect to timing, possible delays and
the realistic potential for
success or failure.

AILA

The best way to understand case number assignm

is through an example. The case number L

2009536018 consists of a three-letter code indicat
which U.S. embassy or consulate will handle

case—in this case, London. The 2009 refers

the year in which the case was created at NVC (

always the same as the “priority date” year). The n

three digits are the Julian date plus 500; 536 wo
indicate that this case was created on the 36th

of the year, or February 5. The final three digits, 0

show that this was the 18th case created for Lond

$129 AILA
Member Price
$199 Regular price

June 2010 / 572 pages

For easier service and faster
delivery, order online at
www.ailapubs.org or call
1-800-982-2839.
AILA Publications—Written ... Edited ... Published by Immigration Lawyers
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